Know Your Machine from a Programmer’s Viewpoint

Lesson 1

Lesson 1:

Machine Configurations

As a programmer, you must understand what makes up a CNC machining center. You must
be able to identify its basic components – you must understand the moving components of the
machine (called axes)– and you must know the various functions of your machine that are
programmable.
Most beginners tend to be a little intimidated when they see a machining center in operation for the first time.
Admittedly, there will be a number of new functions to learn. The first point to make is that you must not let
the machine intimidate you. As you go along in this text, you will find that a machining center is very logical
and is almost easy to understand with proper instruction.
You can think of any CNC machine as being nothing more than the standard type of equipment it is replacing
with very sophisticated and automatic motion control added. Instead of activating things manually by handwheels and manual labor, you will be preparing a program that tells the machine what to do. Virtually
anything that needs to be done on a true machining center can be activated through a program – meaning
anything you need the machine to do can be commanded in a program.
There are two basic types of machining centers that we will be addressing in this text. They are vertical
machining centers and horizontal machining centers. Let’s start by describing the most common features of
each.
Special note: Much of the material in this lesson is also included in the CNC
Machining Center Setup and Operation self-study manual. If you have already
read the setup and operation manual, please consider this lesson as a review.
Vertical machining centers
A vertical machining center has its spindle oriented in the vertical position. The cutting tool will be pointing
downward toward the machine’s table. This is a very popular type of CNC machining center because it
closely resembles a popular type of conventional machine tool – the knee mill. For anyone having experience
with a knee mill, a vertical machining center will appear quite familiar. Note that during machining, chips will
tend to collect and build up on the workpiece, and may eventually interfere with machining operations.
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Lesson 2

Visualizing The Execution Of A CNC Program

A CNC programmer must possess the ability to visualize movements a CNC machine will
make as it executes a program. The better a person can visualize what the machining center will
be doing, the easier it will be to prepare a workable CNC program.
Once again, we stress the importance of basic machining practice as it applies to CNC machining center
usage. A machinist that has experience running a conventional milling machine will have seen machining
operations taking place many times. While this experience by itself does not guarantee the ability to visualize a
machining operation (seeing it happen in your mind), it dramatically simplifies the task of learning how to
visualize a CNC program’s execution.
When a machinist prepares to machine a workpiece on a conventional milling machine, they will have all
related components needed for the job right in front of them. The machine, cutting tools, workholding
setup, and print are ready for immediate use. It is highly unlikely that the machinist will make a basic mistake
like forgetting to start the spindle before trying to machine the workpiece.
On the other hand, a CNC machining center programmer will be writing the program with only the
workpiece drawing to reference. No tooling – no machine – and no workholding setup will be available to
them. For this reason, a programmer must be able to visualize just exactly what will happen during the
execution of the program - and this can sometimes be difficult, since this visualization must take place in the
programmer’s mind. A beginning programmer will be prone to forget certain things - sometimes very basic
things (like turning the spindle on prior to machining the workpiece).
In this lesson, we will acquaint you with those things a programmer must be able to visualize. We will also
show the first (elementary) program example to stress the importance of visualization.

Visualization is necessary to develop a set of instructions
Consider the visualization it takes to
write a set of travel instructions to get
someone from the airport to your
company. Before you can write the
instructions, you must be able to
visualize the path from the airport to
your company. If you cannot visualize
the path, you can’t write the instructions.
Worse, if you think you can visualize the
path (but you’re wrong), you’ll write
incorrect instructions and the person
following your instructions will get lost!
In similar fashion, if you cannot visualize
the path a cutter will take as it machines
the workpiece, you cannot write the
CNC commands that drive the cutter
through this path.
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1) Take airport exit to Highland Dr. Turn left.
2) Take Highland Dr. 4 mi to Elm St. Turn right.
3) Take Elm St. 1 mi to March Ave. Turn left.
4) Take March Ave 2 mi to Lance Dr. Turn right.
5) Take Lance Dr. 1/2 mi to company (on right).
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Lesson 3

Program Zero And The Rectangular Coordinate System

A programmer must be able to specify positions through which cutting tools will move as they
machine a workpiece. The easiest way to do this is to specify each position relative to a common
origin point called program zero.
You know that machining centers have three linear axes – X, Y, and Z. You also know these axes move and
that they have a polarity (plus versus minus). In order to machine a workpiece in the desired manner, each
axis must, of course, be moved in a controlled manner. One of the ways you must be able to control each
axis is with precise positioning control.
In the early days of NC (even before CNC, over forty years ago), a programmer was required to specify drive
motor rotation in order to cause axis motion. This meant they had to know how many rotations of an axis
drive motor equated to the desired amount of linear motion for the moving component (table or headstock,
for example). As you can imagine, this was extremely difficult – it was not logical. There is no relationship
between drive motor rotation and motion of the moving component. Today, thanks to program zero and the
rectangular coordinate system, specifying positions through which cutting tools will move is much easier.
The rectangular coordinate system has an origin point that we’ll be calling program zero. It allows you to
specify all positions (we’ll be calling coordinates) from this central location. As a programmer, you will be
choosing the location for program zero – and if you choose it wisely, many of the coordinates you will use in
the program will come directly from your workpiece drawing, meaning the number and difficulty of
calculations required for your program can be reduced.
Graph analogy
We use a simple graph to help you understand the rectangular coordinate system as it applies to CNC. Since
everyone has had to interpret a graph at one time or another, we should be able to easily relate what you
already know to CNC coordinates. Figure 1.13 is a graph showing a company’s productivity for last year.
Graph analogy part one
A graph helps you
visualize conceptual ideas
like time and productivity.
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Figure 1.13 Graph example used to illustrate rectangular coordinate system
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Lesson 4

Introduction To Programming Words

All CNC words include a letter address and a numerical value. The letter address identifies the
word type. The numerical value (number) specifies the value of the word. You should be able to
quickly recognize the most common ones.
You know from Lesson two that CNC programs are made up of commands – and that commands are made
up of words. Words are categorized into types – and each word type has a special meaning to the machine.
Each word type is designated by a letter address. You already know a few the letter addresses, like N for
sequence number, G for preparatory function, X, Y, and Z for axis designations, S for spindle speed, F for
feedrate, and M for miscellaneous (or machine) functions. In this lesson, we’re going to introduce the rest of
the word types.
If you are a beginner looking at the word types for the first time, you may want to read this section a few
times to get better acquainted with these word types. Note that we are not asking you to memorize the word
types – just to get familiar with them. In Key Concept number five – program formatting – we will provide
you with a way to remember each word’s function.
Also, this lesson is only intended to introduce each word, not to give you an in-depth description. When
appropriate, we’ll point you to the lessons that discuss the word type in more detail.
You will find that certain words are seldom used, meaning you will have little or no need for them. Other
words are constantly used, and you will soon have them memorized after writing a few programs.
Some CNC words have more than one function, depending on commanded format. We will be showing you
the primary (most common) function of the word next to the “A” description and the secondary use for the
word next to the “B” description.
Once you’ve seen a word type a few times, it should not be too difficult to remember its function. Again,
most word types are aptly named with a logical letter address. Additionally, only about fifty words are used
consistently when programming, so try to look at learning to program a CNC machining center as like
learning a foreign language that contains only fifty words.
As you continue with this text, use this lesson as a reference. If you come across a word or word type you don’t
recognize, remember to come back to this lesson. You’ve probably already noticed that we provide a quick
reference for CNC words on the inside front and back cover of this text, but information in this lesson is a
little more detailed.
Words allowing a decimal point
Current CNC controls allow you to include a decimal point in those words that are used to specify real numbers
(values that require a portion of a whole number). You must remember to include a decimal point with these
words or the control will revert to the fixed format for the word (as discussed in lesson two). Word types
that allow a decimal point include:
A, B, C, X, Y, Z, I, J, K, F, Q, and R
Certain CNC words are used to specify integers (whole numbers). These word types do not allow a decimal
point:
O, N, G, P, L, S, T, M, D, and H
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Lesson 5

Preparation Steps For Programming

Any complex project can be simplified by breaking it down into small pieces. This can make
seemingly insurmountable tasks much easier to handle. CNC machining center programming is
no exception. Learning how to break up this complex task will be the primary focus of Lesson
five.
As you now know, preparation will make programming easier, safer, and less error-prone. Now let’s look at
some specific steps you can perform to prepare to write CNC programs.
Prepare the machining process
Process sheets, also called routing sheets, are used by most manufacturing companies to specify the sequence of
machining operations that must be performed on a workpiece during the manufacturing process. The person
who actually prepares the process sheet must, of course, have a good understanding of machining practice,
and must be well acquainted with the various machine tools the company owns. This person determines the
best way to produce the workpiece in the most efficient and inexpensive possible way, given the company’s
available resources.
In most manufacturing companies, this involves routing the workpiece through a series of different machine
tools and processes. Each machine tool along the way will perform only those operations the process planner
intends, as specified on the routing sheet. This commonly means that non-CNC machine tools are needed to
complete a given workpiece. For example, the square workpiece shown in practice exercise at the end of
Lesson three might have the following routing sheet.
Op. #: Operation:
10
Procure material

Machine:
Vender ID #12322

20

Cut bar stock to 3.2 long

Cut off saw

30

Clean and de-burr

Cleaning tanks

40

Mill contour, drill (9) holes

CNC machining center

50

Clean and de-burr

Cleaning tanks

60

Plate with nickel

Finishing tanks

Note that only operation 40 of this process requires a CNC machine tool. When a CNC machine is involved
in the process plan, often the CNC machine will be required to perform several machining operations on the
workpiece (as is the case in our example). As you know, all true CNC machining centers are multi-tool
machines, meaning several tools can be used during one program. In some companies, the process sheet will
clearly specify the order of machining operations that must be performed by the CNC machine. However,
the vast majority of companies do not get so specific with their routing sheets. Instead, the sequence of
machining operations to be performed on the CNC machine is left completely to the CNC programmer. If
the programmer must develop the machining order, they must possess a good knowledge of basic machining
practice.
In any event, the step-by-step machining order required to machine a workpiece on the CNC machine must
be developed before the CNC program can be written. With a simple process, an experienced programmer
may elect to develop the process as the program is being written. While some experienced programmers have
the ability to do this, beginning programmers will find it necessary to plan the machining process first.
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Lesson 6

Programming The Three Most Basic Motion Types

There are only three motion types used in CNC machining center programs on a regular basis –
rapid, straight-line, and circular motion. You must understand how they are commanded.
While it helps to understand how the machining center will interpolate motion, it is not as important as
knowing how to specify motion commands in a program. This is the focus of Lesson six. Let’s begin our discussion
by showing those things that all motion types share in common.
Motion commonalties
All motion types share five things in common:
First, they are all modal, meaning a motion type will remain in effect until it is changed. If more
than one consecutive movement of the same type must be made, you need only include the
motion type G code in the first command of the series of movements.
Second, each motion type command requires the end point of the motion. The control will
assume the tool is positioned at the starting point of the motion prior to the motion command.
Think of motion commands that form a tool path as being like a series of connect-the-dots.
Third, all motion commands are affected by whether or not you specify coordinates in the
absolute or incremental positioning mode. In the absolute positioning mode (specified by G90),
specified end points will be relative to the program zero point. In the incremental positioning
mode (specified by G91), specified end points will be relative to the tool’s current position. As
stated in Lesson three, you should concentrate on specifying coordinates in the absolute
positioning mode.
Fourth, each motion command requires only the moving axes. If specifying a motion in only
one axis, only one axis specification (X, Y, or Z) need be included in the motion command.
Axes that are not moving can be (and should be) left out of the command.
Fifth, leading zeros can be left out of the G codes related to motion types. This means the
actual G codes used to instate the motion types can be programmed in one of two ways. G00
and G0 (stated G zero-zero and G zero) mean exactly the same thing to the control, as do G01
and G1, G02 and G2, G03 and G3. All examples in this text do include the leading zero.
Understanding the programmed point of each cutting tool
In order to generate correct motions with your cutting tools, you must understand the position on the tool
that you are programming. In many cases, you will need to calculate programmed coordinates – not just from
the blueprint – but based on some cutting tool criteria as well. Figure 3.4 shows a series of center-cutting
tools used to perform hole-machining operations.
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Lesson 7

Introduction To Compensation

An airplane pilot must compensate for wind direction and velocity when setting a heading. A
race-car driver must compensate for track conditions as they negotiate a turn. A marksman must
compensate for the distance to the target when firing a rifle. And a CNC programmer must
compensate for certain tooling-related problems as programs are written.
What is compensation and why is it needed?
When you compensate for something, you are allowing for some unpredictable (or nearly unpredictable)
variation. A race car driver must compensate for the condition of the race track before a curve can be
negotiated. In this case, the unpredictable variation is the condition of the track. An airplane pilot must
compensate for the wind direction and velocity before a heading can be set. For them, wind direction and
velocity are the unpredictable variations. A marksman must compensate for the distance to the target before a
shot can be fired – and the distance to the target is the unpredictable variation. The marksman analogy is
remarkably similar to what happens with most forms of CNC compensation. Let’s take it further…
Distance to the target

Before a marksman can fire a rifle, they must judge the distance to the target. If the target is judged to be fifty
yards away, the sight on the rifle will be adjusted accordingly. When the marksman adjusts the sight, they are
compensating for the distance to the target. But even after this preliminary adjustment and before the first shot is
fired, the marksman cannot be absolutely sure that the sight is adjusted perfectly. If they’ve incorrectly judged
the distance – or if some other variation (like wind) affects the sight adjustment – the first shot will not be
perfectly in the center of the target.
After the first shot is fired, the marksman will know more. If the shot is not perfectly centered, another
adjustment will be needed. And the second shot will be closer to the center of the target than the first.
Depending upon the skill of the marksman, it might be necessary to repeat this process until the sight is
perfectly adjusted.
With all forms of CNC compensation, the setup person will do their best to determine the compensation
values needed to perfectly machine the workpiece (just as the marksman does their best in judging the
distance to the target and adjusting the sight). But until machining actually occurs, the setup person cannot
be sure that their initial compensation values are correct. After machining, they may find that another
variation (like tool pressure) is causing the initial adjustment to be incorrect. Depending upon the tolerances
for the surfaces being machined, a second adjustment may be required. After this second adjustment,
machining will be more precise.
There is even a way to make an initial adjustment (prior to machining) that ensures excess material will remain
on the machined surface after the first machining attempt (this technique is called trial machining). This
guarantees that the workpiece will not be scrapped when the cutting tool machines for the first time – and is
especially important for very tight (small) tolerances. With tight tolerances, even a small machining
imperfection will cause a scrap workpiece.
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Lesson 8

Tool Length Compensation

Tool length compensation allows a programmer to ignore the precise length of each tool as a
program is written. It is used for every tool in every program you write – so you must understand
this important CNC feature.
You know that program zero assignment values for the X and Y axes are entered into fixture offsets from the
spindle center to the program zero point in X and Y (while the machine is at its zero return position). So when
you specify a position of X1.0 Y1.0 in a program, the machine will be able to send the spindle center (and tool
center) to this position – relative to program zero.
In the Z axis, you know that the program zero assignment value is entered into the fixture offset from the
spindle nose to the Z axis program zero surface (again, while the machine is at its zero return position). But for
cutting tool positioning, you don’t want to specify Z axis positions from the spindle nose. This would be very
cumbersome – and it would require that you know the precise length of each tool before you could even
write the program. Instead, you specify Z axis positions to the tip of each cutting tool. That is, when you
specify a position of Z0.1, the tool tip will move to this position. In order to be able to program the tool tip in
the Z axis, a feature called tool length compensation must be used. Mastering tool length compensation is the
focus of lesson number eight.
The reasons why tool length compensation is needed
Cutting tools used on machining centers differ from one another. For one thing, there are a variety of cutting
tool types that are used on machining centers, including center drills, spot drills, drills, taps, reamers, boring
bars, end mills, and face mills (among many others). Each type of tool requires a different way of gripping
the actual cutting tool in its holder. Some tools (like some straight shank tools) use a collet system. Others
(like end mills) use a set-screw to hold the cutting tool in place. Yet others (like face mills and taps) require a
very special style of tool holder – designed especially for the cutting tool.
No two tools will have exactly the same length
Given the vast assortment of cutting tools available for use on CNC machining centers, it is unlikely that any
two tools used in a program will be exactly the same length. And you will not know precisely how long each
tool will be when you write the program. Figure 4.4 shows five different types of cutting tools to illustrate
this point.
Why tool length compensation is required

?

?
1

2

No two tools in your program will have exactly the
same length. And as you are writing the program ,
you won’t know how long each tool will be.

?

?

?
3

4

5

Figure 4.4 – Five cutting tools that might be used in by a CNC machining center program
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Lesson 9

Cutter Radius Compensation

Cutter radius compensation is only used for milling cutters. Just as tool length compensation lets
you ignore the exact length of cutting tools as you write programs, cutter radius compensation
allows you to ignore the precise diameter of milling cutters used for contour milling.
You know from Lesson six that milling cutters (like end mills) can be used for contour milling operations.
Motions can be linear (straight-line) or circular. To this point, we have shown the contour milling tool path
based upon a milling cutter’s centerline path. As you know, calculating coordinates for a milling cutter’s
centerline path requires that you consider the milling cutter’s radius for every coordinate – which can make
calculating coordinates quite difficult.
In Lesson nine, we’re going to show you how to minimize the calculations that must be done when
determining coordinates needed for contour milling. Instead of using the milling cutter’s centerline
coordinates, you will be using coordinates that are right on the work surface to be milled. And again, these
coordinates are much easier to calculate. Mastering the programming of cutter radius compensation will be
the focus of Lesson nine.
Will you need to learn this feature?
Unlike tool length compensation – which is used for every cutting tool in every program – cutter radius
compensation is only used for milling cutters, and only when side milling (milling on the periphery – outside
diameter – of the cutter). If your company doesn’t perform any side milling operations, you won’t be needing
cutter radius compensation.
Even if this is the case, you will still want to know the reasons why cutter radius compensation is required for
contour milling. So at the very least, read on until we start discussing how cutter radius compensation is
programmed. You may then want to skip to Lesson ten. If the need ever arises, you can always come back to
this lesson and dig in.
Reasons why cutter radius compensation is required
Let’s begin by discussing why you must master cutter radius compensation. Some of the reasons are quite
similar to the ones given for tool length compensation.
Calculations are simplified for manual programmers
When performing contour milling operations without cutter radius compensation (as shown in Lesson six), you
must specify coordinates for the milling cutter’s centerline path. This requires that you consider the size of
the milling cutter in every calculation – complicating each calculation. With cutter radius compensation, and as
a manual programmer (not using a computer aided manufacturing [CAM] system), you will specify
coordinates that are right on the work surface, ignoring the size of the milling cutter. Figure 4.8 shows the
two different tool paths.
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Lesson 10

Fixture Offsets

Tool length and cutter radius compensation allow you to ignore certain attributes of cutting tools as
you writer your CNC programs. In like fashion, fixture offsets allow you to ignore the precise
location of the work holding device/s on the machine table as you write programs.
You know from Lesson three that fixture offsets are used to assign program zero. Based upon our
discussions so far, you know that the distances from the zero return position to the program zero point must
be determined (either measured or calculated). The polarity of these values is almost always negative since the
zero return position is usually close to the plus over-travel limit of each axis. These values are entered into
fixture offset number one to assign program zero. Again, the specific techniques used to assigned program
zero are shown in the self-study manual: CNC Machining Center Setup and Operation – sold separately.
We’ve only shown how to use one program zero point (requiring the use of fixture offset number one). In
this lesson, we’ll be showing when multiple program zero points are required as well as how they are assigned
and programmed.
Fixture offsets should be your program zero assignment method-of-choice over using G92
in the program. You should only use G92 to assign program zero if your machining
center does not have fixture offsets.

Do you need to learn about fixture offsets?
There are many companies that don’t need any more from fixture offsets than we show Lesson three and in
the CNC Machining Center Setup and Operation manual. They never have more than one program zero point per
program. The setup person measures program zero assignment values during setup and enters them into
fixture offset number one. They’re satisfied using fixture offsets in this manner – and have no need for
anything more.
However, when it comes to becoming more efficient with program zero assignment (and in turn – reducing
setup time), many companies can benefit by improving their methods. You cannot become more efficient, of
course, unless you know something better is possible.
While the material we present in this lesson may not be of immediate need to you, you will definitely want to
understand its content. If you do decide to skip ahead, be sure to come back to this material once you’ve
acquainted yourself with your machining center and its usage.
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Lesson 11

Introduction To Program Structure

Structuring a CNC program is the act of writing a program in a way that the CNC machine
can recognize and execute safely, efficiently, and with a high degree of operator-friendliness.
You know that CNC programs are made up of commands, that each command is made up of words, and that
each word is made up of a letter address and a numerical value.
You also know that programs are executed sequentially – command by command. The machine will read,
interpret, and execute the first command in the program. Then it will move on to the next command. Read –
interpret – execute. It will continue doing so until the entire program has been executed.
And you have seen several complete programs – you have even worked on a few if you have done the
exercises in this text and in the workbook. You have probably noticed that there is quite bit of consistency
and structure in CNC programs.
Our focus in Lesson eleven will be to help you understand more about the structure that is used in CNC
programming.
Objectives of your chosen program structure
CNC machines have come a long way. In the early days of NC (before computers), a program had to be
written just so. If anything was out-of-place, the machine will go into an alarm state – failing to execute the
program. While today’s CNC machines are much more forgiving, you must still write CNC programs in a
rather strict manner.
There are many ways to write a workable program – and the methods you use in structuring your programs
will have an impact on three important objectives:
?Safety
?Efficiency
?Ease-of-use (operator friendliness)
It may be impossible to come up with a perfect balance among these objectives. Generally speaking, what
you do to improve one objective will negatively affect the other two. When faced with a choice, a beginning
programmer’s priorities should always lean toward safety and ease-of-use. Our recommended programming
structure stresses these two objectives. We will, however, show some of the efficiency-related short-comings
of our recommended methods – so you can improve efficiency as you gain proficiency.
We’re going to be assuming that you have control of the structure you use to write programs. Your company
may, however, already have a programmer that is writing programs with a different structure. As long as
these programs are working – and satisfying the company’s objectives – you’re going to have to adapt to the
established structure. If you understand the reasons for formatting, and if you understand one successful
method for structuring programs, it shouldn’t be too difficult to adapt.
Reasons for structuring programs with a strict and consistent format
Let’s begin by discussing the reasons why you must write your programs using a strict structure.
Familiarization
You must have some way to get familiar with CNC programming. You’ll need some help writing your first
few programs. The formats we show in Lesson twelve will provide you with this help. You’ll be able to use
our given formats as a crutch until you (eventually) have them memorized.
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Lesson 12

Four Types Of Program Format

The formats shown in this lesson will keep you from having to memorize most of the words and
commands needed in CNC programming. As you’ll see, a large percentage of most programs is
related to structure.
You know the reasons why programs must be formatted using a strict structure. In Lesson twelve, we’re
going to show the actual formats. We will show two sets of format, one for vertical machining centers and
another for horizontal machining centers. We will also explain every word in each format in detail. We will
also show an example program that stresses the format’s use.
There are four types of program format:
Program startup format
Tool ending format
Tool startup format
Program ending format
Any time you begin writing a new program, follow the program start-up format. You can copy this structure to
begin your program. The actual values of some words will change based on what you wish to do in your own
program, but the structure will remain the same every time you begin writing a new program.
After writing the program start-up format, you write the motions for the first tool’s machining operations.
When finished with the first tool motions, you follow the tool ending format. You then follow the tool startup format for the second tool and write the second tool’s machining motion commands. From this point,
you toggle among tool ending format, tool startup format, and machining motion commands until you are
finished machining with the last tool. You then follow the program ending format.
One of the most important benefits of using these formats is that you will not have to memorize anything. You
simply copy the structure of the format.
Our formats assume that you are using fixture offsets to assign program zero. Later in this lesson, we’ll
discuss the changes that must be made to these formats if you must use G92 in the program to assign
program zero. (Again, you should only use G92 to assign program zero if your machining center does not
have fixture offsets.)
Format for vertical machining centers
This format is used for vertical machining centers that have fixture offsets. This format assumes that the
machine has a double-arm automatic tool changer, that the tool change position is the Z axis zero return
position, and that the machine is resting at the tool change position in Z when the program begins. When
this program ends, the machine is left at the Y and Z axis zero return position. This makes a convenient
workpiece loading position (with the table out toward the operator in the Y axis).
Again, you are to use the strict structure of these given formats. But the values that are shown in bold will
change from program to program and from tool to tool.
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Lesson 13

Hole-Machining Canned Cycles

Armed only with what you know so far, programming hole-machining operations is very tedious.
Hole-machining canned cycles will dramatically simplify the programming of these very common
machining operations.
Almost all programs have at least some hole-machining operations. If you have been doing the exercises in this
text and in the workbook, you have seen how tedious, time consuming, and error-prone it can be to program
hole-machining operations with G00 and G01. You know that with G00 and G01, each hole will require at
least three commands, making your program quite long. And we’ve only performed basic drilling operations.
Peck drilling, tapping, boring, and counter-boring operations will require even more commands per hole.
Canned cycles will dramatically simplify the programming of hole-machining operations. Only one command is
required per hole, regardless of the machining style (drill, peck drill, tap, ream, bore, counter-bore, etc.).
Additionally, canned cycles are modal, meaning once you instate a canned cycle, you can continue machining
holes by simply listing hole-positions. Again, this will dramatically shorten the program’s length, make
programming easier, less time-consuming, and less error-prone.
The meaning of “canned”
A canned cycle is a series of preset movements that the CNC machine will execute based upon a limited
amount of program information. The zero return command (G28) is a simple kind of canned cycle. G28
actually makes the machine do two things. First, the machine will move to the intermediate position. Second, it
will move to the zero return position.
If you have the single block switch turned on (a function that makes the machine execute one command in the
program at a time), you actually have to activate the cycle twice to make the control complete the G28
command. Again, the first time you activate the cycle (by pressing the cycle start button), the machine executes
the motion to the intermediate position. The second time, it moves to the zero return position.
Hole-machining canned cycles are much more elaborate. Even the standard drilling cycle will make the
machine do at least three things per command. With the chip-breaking peck drilling cycle, one command can
actually generate over one-hundred movements.
Here’s how simple it is to use canned cycles: You instate the canned cycle for the first hole to machine.
With a standard drilling cycle, for example, the instating command includes the cycle type (G81), the first
hole position in XY, the hole’s bottom position in Z (commonly its depth), and the machining feed rate. The
instating command actually machines the first hole. To machine the rest of the holes, you simply list their XY
coordinates, one set per command. After the last hole, you must cancel the cycle with a G80 word.
Here is a list of the most common hole-machining canned cycles in approximate order of popularity:
G80 – Cancel any of the canned cycles
G81 – Standard drilling cycle
G73 – Chip-breaking peck drilling cycle
G83 – Deep hole peck drilling cycle
G82 – Counter-boring cycle
G84 – Right hand tapping cycle
G74 – Left hand tapping cycle
G86 – Standard boring cycle
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Lesson 14

Working With Subprograms

There are times when a series of CNC commands must be repeated – within one program –
and sometimes among several programs. Whenever you find yourself writing a series of
commands a second time – you should consider using a subprogram. The longer the series of
commands and the more often they must be repeated, the more a subprogram can help.
You know that a CNC machining center will execute a program in sequential order. It will start with the first
command in the program: read it – interpret it – and execute it. Then it will move on to the next command –
read, interpret, execute. It will continue this process for the entire program.
You also know that there are times when a series of commands in your program must be repeated. We’ve
shown two times so far. One time is when using cutter radius compensation to rough and finish mill using
the same set of coordinates. You must program the finishing tool path coordinates twice, once for the rough
milling cutter (using an offset value that is larger than the actual cutter size) and once for the finish milling
cutter.
Another time when commands must be repeated is when machining holes that require multiple machining
operations (like center drilling, drilling, and tapping a series of holes) – the more holes that must be machined,
the more commands that must be repeated.
In Lesson fourteen, you will learn about a way to change the order of program execution to some extent –
and this will be especially helpful when commands must be repeated.
The difference between main- and sub- programs
A main program is the program that a setup person or operator will execute when they activate a cycle. Every
program shown to this point in the text has been a main program. Main programs almost always end with M30 (or
M02 with some machines).
A subprogram is a program that is invoked by a main program or by another subprogram. A subprogram ends
with M99.
In a main program, when you reach a series of commands that you know will be repeated, you can invoke a
subprogram that contains the repeated commands (you place the repeated commands in the subprogram
instead of in the main program). Each time the commands must be repeated, you will invoke the same
subprogram.
M98 is the word used to invoke a subprogram. A P word in the M98 command specifies the program
number of the subprogram to be executed. When the machine is finished executing the subprogram, it will
come back to the main program to the command after the calling M98.
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show a simple application for a subprogram.
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Lesson 15

Other Special Programming Features

Current model CNC machining centers come with many features to help with special
applications. While some of these features will be of little need to you in the immediate future, it is
important to know they exist. You cannot begin to apply any feature that you don’t know about.
CNC control manufacturers strive to equip their controls with as many helpful programming features as
possible. Those mentioned so far (canned cycles and subprograms) are used on a very regular basis — and
you should strive to master them. However, there are some special programming features that are not used
nearly as regularly. Indeed there are some features that are extremely important to one company but of no
value to another.
As you study this lesson, you need to consider your own company’s CNC applications. If you are in doubt
about the value of a given feature, ask your instructor or an experienced person in your company about its
value to your company. You can minimize your studies about those features your company does not
currently need. You can always come back and study this lesson in greater detail should the need arise.
As you study this lesson, remember that your ingenuity is based predominantly upon your knowledge of what is possible.
You cannot apply a feature of which you are unaware. At the very least, this lesson will acquaint you with
what is possible with special CNC programming features.
The organization of this lesson is not as tutorial as previous lessons. While we will explain each feature in
detail and in tutorial format, we don’t present them in a special order. Here are the topics contained in this
lesson:
?Block delete (also called optional block skip)
?Special techniques with sequence numbers
?G codes that have not yet been introduced (in numerical order)
Block delete (also called optional block skip)
The block delete function is used to give the CNC operator a choice between one of two possibilities. An
on/off switch on the control panel (commonly labeled block delete or optional block skip) is used to actually
make the choice. Since applications for block delete vary, the programmer must make each use of block
delete very clear to the operator. This should be done in the setup- and/or production-run-documentation.
A slash code (/) in the program tells the control to look to the position of the block delete switch. If the
switch is on, the control will skip any words to the right of the slash code. If the switch is off, the control will
execute these words.
Here is a simple example. Say your machining center does not have an adequate coolant switch. Your setup
person has no way to turn off the coolant when programs are being verified (whenever an M08 is executed,
coolant will come on). To solve this problem, you can place a slash code at the beginning of every coolant
command. Here is one way to do so.
/ N015 M08 (If the block delete switch is on, the M08 will be skipped and coolant will stay off)
During program verification, the setup person can turn on the block delete switch. This will force the control
to skip commands that turn coolant on (leaving the coolant off).
The slash code does not have to be placed at the beginning of a command. If for example, you have a totally
enclosed work area, you may want the coolant to come on during each cutting tool’s approach to the
workpiece. Consider this command.
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Lesson 16

Programming Rotary Devices

Many CNC machining centers, and especially horizontal machining centers, are equipped with a
rotary device that allow more than one workpiece surface to be exposed to the spindle for machining
during the CNC cycle. This lesson will explain how they are programmed.
This lesson will only apply to you if your machining center has some kind of rotary device that allows the
workpiece to be rotated during the CNC cycle. For vertical machining centers, you may have an indexer or
rotary table (with full rotary axis) that rests on top of the table. For horizontal machining centers, your machine
is likely to have an indexer or rotary axis built into the table of the machine.
The difference between an indexer and a rotary axis
The major difference between an indexer and a rotary axis has to do with whether machining can occur during
rotation. With an indexer, it cannot. Only a true rotary axis will allow machining during rotation. Frankly
speaking, the vast majority of applications for rotary devices do not require machining during rotation.
Instead, the rotary device is simply used to expose different surfaces of the workpiece to the spindle for
machining. Machining is done after rotation – which either rotary device can do. A rotary axis can be used as an
indexer but an indexer cannot be used as a rotary axis.
A note to horizontal machining center programmers
All example programs to this point have been in the format for a vertical machining center. And we have
tried to keep our examples as easy to understand as possible. Though our emphasis has been for vertical
machining centers, note that every presentation to this point will also apply to horizontal machining centers –
and – if you do have a horizontal machining center, it is mandatory that you understand the points made thus
far.
The major usage difference between vertical and horizontal machining centers is that most horizontal
machining centers are equipped with some form of rotary device within the machine’s table. And by the way,
if a horizontal machining center does not have a rotary device (some horizontal boring mills fit into this
category), it is programmed in exactly the same manner as a vertical machining center.
Any of the programs shown in this text so far can be run on a horizontal machining center without major
modifications. Only the minimal differences in program formatting shown in Lesson twelve need to be done
(changing movements to the tool change position). When you think about it, a horizontal machining center is
nothing more than a vertical machining center that has been placed on its back.
When a rotary device is used, either on a vertical or horizontal machining center, programs get longer. They
don’t necessarily become more difficult to write, they just get longer. Again, several surfaces of the workpiece
can be machined in one program, so more tools can be used by a program. (And by the way, the automatic
tool changer magazines on horizontal machining centers tend to have a much larger capacities than those
used on vertical machining centers. Indeed, some can hold well over one-hundred tools.)
Additionally, most horizontal machining centers are equipped with pallet changers, meaning two or more jobs
can be running on the machine at a given time (one workpiece is machined in the work area while the
operator loads another). This means at least two programs will be needed in the machine at any given time.
The most difficult part of programming for a machine that has a rotary device is related to preparation and
organization. Since more than one workpiece surface can be machined – and more cutting tools will be
needed – the programmer must carefully plan the process. Developing a sequence of machining operations is
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